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Early/fast VLF Events



Early/fast Event Properties

Rapid onset delay            
(Δt < 20 ms) 
Rapid onset duration        
(td < 20 ms)
Typically recover in        
~30-200 s
Event amplitudes ~0.2−0.8 
dB, rarely >1 dB
Causative CGs <50 km 
from perturbed path

Lateral extent of 
disturbances ~100 km

Only observed on all night-
time GCP [Johnson and Inan 1999]



New Category of Early/fast Events: 
Long Recovery Events



Recovery Time Statistics

Long Recovery 
Events not exclusively 
observed on all sea-
based paths, but far 
more likely to be seen 
on such paths

Statistics:
Match L-shell 
coverage
Match GCP 
length
1992−1993



VLF remote sensing

ΔA: Absorption
Affected by ionization at all 
altitudes, and distances.

Δφ: Path Length Difference
Affected by ionization only 
near reflection height



Ionosphere Chemistry Models

Rishbeth and Garriott [1969]:
3-constituent model (electrons, positive and 
negative ions)
Glukhov, Pasko and Inan [1992]:
4-constituent model (+ positive ion clusters)
Zinn-Sutherland model [1990]:
9 negative ions, 23 positive ions, 997 
reactions
Mitra-Rowe model [1975]: 6 kinds of ions
Problem: extention to low altitudes (h<50 km, 
below stratopause)



Stratospheric Negative Ions

Very low (no) free electrons
Rapidly attach to neutrals (O2) 
and begin clustering.

All major negative ions are 
clusters in this region.

NO3
- or HSO4

- as their core
HNO3, H2SO4 or, H2O as 
ligands 

Again, rapid formation, and 
relatively long lifetimes

Stratosphere

Nx
+: Red

Arijs, 1992



Model of Ionospheric Chemistry

Extension of GPI, new items highlighted
5 constituents:

Ne - electrons
N+ - light positive ions O2

+, NO2
+, N2

+, …
Nx

+ - positive ion clusters H+(H2O)n
N− - light negative ions O−, O2

−, …
Nx

− - heavy negative ions NO3
−, NO3

−(H2O)n

Coefficients:
αi - mutual neutralization
αd, αd

c - dissociative recombination
β - attachment:

3-body and 2-body (in E)
γ - detachment from light negative 
ions (value uncertain):

Electron affinity=0.4 eV highly 
dependent on T
During daytime: 
photodetachment=0.4 s-1

Also due to active species, Nac: 
O, N, O2(a1Δg)

γx - detachment from heavy negative 
ions, approximately=0 (electron 
affinity = 3.91 eV), photodetachment = 
0.002 s-1 (during daytime)
B - rate of conversion N+ Nx

+

A - rate of conversion N− Nx
−

Cosmic ray only source at low 
altitudes Qcr (peaks at ~15 km)



Motivation for the new model: 
Background electron density

Electrons
Negative ions N-

tot = N- + Nx
-

Solid lines: new 5-species model; dashed: 4-species GPI 
model
GPI model overestimates electron density at low altitudes



Coefficients as a function of 
altitude (nighttime)

Altitude dependence of detachment coefficient γ is more complicated 
than suggested by GPI
Increase of γ at h>70 km is due to active species
The effective (average) γeff is decreased compared to γ due to presence 
of Nx

- which has no detachment
Two-body β is maximized around breakdown electric field



Electrical conductivity

Initial ionization is caused by a giant blue jet
Relaxation of ionization takes 2 stages:

Free electrons are quickly attached, τ1 ~ β-1 (when γeff=0). In the 
presence of the electric field, initial relaxation is faster due to higher 
attachment coefficient β
Positive and negative ions recombine, τ1 ~ (αiNi)-1 ~ 104 s

s s
species

N eσ μ= ∑



Propagating VLF Modes

Modes are calculated using Wait [1970] and 
taking into account the curvature of the 
Earth



VLF Losses

Electric field present => very rapid initial recovery
Long enduring recovery is well exhibited
Initial rapid recovery only last for the first few ms, 
which would not be detectable in typical VLF data



Conclusions

Simple five constituent model of stratospheric/lower 
ionospheric chemistry indicates ionization produced in giant 
blue jets may persist for tens of minutes, especially at 
stratospheric altitudes. 
New subclass of Early VLF events with exceptionally long 
recoveries; exhibit a variety of amplitude and phase 
responses. 
Evidence of the possibility of persistent ionization at 
altitudes < 60 km 
Some observed signatures are consistent with modeled 
recovery of signatures of giant blue jets
Outstanding modelling problems:

The initial ionization change ΔNe0 due to streamers should be 
obtained by a more detailed modelling of Giant Blue Jets
The density of active species may change due to processes in the
Giant Blue Jets
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